
Thank you for purchasing Old Mandolin v2.0 !

A mandolin sound pack sampled with emphasis on capturing its flaws and imperfections (rubbed off 
frets, tuning issues) to give the sound some more organic value, unpredictability and obscurity.

Technical details

- 16-24 bit / 44,1 kHz
- 260 MB installed
- 81 nki files (374 wav files) in 7 categories 
- up to 3 RR variations 
- Old Mandolin with its flaws and imperfections sampled, played with fingers
- Knocks, hits, percussive sounds of mandolin body
- Basic patches and derived patches maintaining string character but resembling another stringed
   instruments – Koto, Cimbalom, Harp...
- A lot of extra FX patches processed outside of Kontakt – tonal, atonal, pads, quasi-organs...  
   ranging from experimental to very calming and ethereal ones 
- Limiter, Cabinet, Chorus, Rotator, Stereo, EQ, Delay, Reverb, Attack, Release controls 
- Kontakt 5 full version required for unlimited use



Some more technical details

The mandoline was tuned in F and sampled in range of F1-D4. C1-E1 and Dis4-C5 were created 
from pitch-shifted samples.

The "Tones" patch represents the original sampled material (with C1-E1 and Dis4-C5 added as 
mentioned above, Dis4-C5 were created just using the D4 pitch-shifted tone)

The "Tones II" patch represents the same with the exception of this last mentioned group of tones - 
Dis4-C5. In this patch, they were derived from particular samples each. The reason - the mandolin 
was sampled from the lowest tones to the highest ones playable and those three or four highest had 
not enough sustain, sounding more like a high-pitched knock than an actual tone. 
This patch therefore recreates the state, when even those tones have longer sustain, and therefore 
were derived from lower tone samples with more sustain.

"Tones II Improved Tuning" - the title says it all - this is the "Tones II" patch additionally tuned to 
be perfectly in tune, because in its original state it maintained all tuning imperfections of the 
sampled instrument and is nice to have one, which is „OK“. Just in case :-)

Note on tuning: I often use the general tuning button in the upper GUI bar to tune patches, don´t  
worry when you see – or + values there, but be aware of that, when using it yourself. 

Categories

BASIC

Three basic Mandolin patches. More about them above.

PERCUSSIVE

Parts of the mandolin body played, knocked with fingers, palms and knuckles.

EXTRA

Divided into 4 subcategories:

a) TONAL

Various patches created using mandolin samples being effected outside of Kontakt. Organ like 
(Churcher, Orgaline), Pads (Tremulus, Clavdoline, Eternal Padding) and another ones...

b) ATONAL

Patches similar to kind of detuned bells and some metallic string effects. 

c) MANDOLIN

Additional mandolin patches of stringy, metallic character. Patches resembling of some other 
stringed instruments – Koto, Kalimba, Cemballo, Cimbalom, Harp, Music Box, some spizzicato and 
another ones...



d) PERCS

Additional percussive FX patches similar to bongos, pots, or wooden sticks.

MULTI 

Various combinations of patches saved as a „multi“ patch file for your inspiration when creating 
your own multis...

General User Interface – Effects

Note: Click on the „led“ to activate an effect section

1. EQ – Low, Mid and High frequencies adjustment
2. ATTACK and RELEASE adjust character of start and lenght of a sample
3. LIMITER – preventing sound to become too loud and adding kind of compression to it
4. CABINET – emphasizes some extra damped, obscure character
5. STEREO – widens samples virtually
6. CHORUS – suitable for tonal/harmonic sounds
7. ROTATOR – simulation of a lesley box (rotating speakers) 
8. DELAY – echoes, duplicates sound



9. REVERB – resonance adjustment

Note: Hovering your mouse over a knob or a button will also activate a help text shown in the info 
bar at the bottom of the window

Patch list

Basic

Percussive

Extra Mandolin



Extra Percs

Extra Tonal

Extra Atonal



Multi

Have a great time using Old Mandolin... 

Thank you one more time for your purchase. Use your library anyhow you like, commercially or 
non-commercially, except reselling it or its parts further anyhow and in any form.

if any problem: info@atomhub.net

sincerely yours
Mato Huba

Www.atomhub.net
Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples
Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub
www.martinhuba.bandcamp.com
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